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These enchanting images are ideal for marking your place in any book. Twelve captivating

bookmarks depict a host of ethereal fairyland creatures in repose against colorful garden backdrops

Ã¢â‚¬â€• seated on a leafy perch beneath lovely blossoms, climbing an ivy vine, and in other floral

settings.Printed on sturdy stock and laminated for durability, these easily detachable, ready-to-use

place keepers, presented in a handy book format, will stay clean and wrinkle-free until ready for use.
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Age Range: 5 and up

Grade Level: Kindergarten and up

Darcy May was born in Redondo Beach, California, and traveled east with her family as her father's

career in art flourished. Now an award-winning professional herself, she has created paintings for a

number of private collections and illustrated many books for Dover and other major publishers.

Loved these. Used them as the tag on the goody bags for a fairy party. Boy and girl fairies on

bookmarks.

My 10 year granddaughter told me she would love a bookmark for her birthday. (She is very easy to

please). These are so pretty! Also nice and thick. She will love them! Hint: I put these in a baggy



along with a lavender scented cotton ball. They will smell wonderful when I give them to her next

week!

Looks ok, it's too smallI was expecting longer for a bookmark

These bookmarks are a great bargain, especially given some places sell even paper bookmarks for

a few bucks. These are a thick paper with a high gloss finish on the side with a picture. The one

drawback is that you have to tear these out of the book, so they have perforated edges. I have a

paper cutter and carefully removed the rough edges and that made them look much better. (A

scissor would work, too, but be more time consuming and it might be harder to get neat cuts.)I've

given many of these away by including one or two in a card and the people I've sent them to love

them, especially my friends who are gardeners. Enjoy!

They come stuck together divided by perforation which doesn't separate that great.. I ended cutting

them with scissors. They are very pretty but I should have known for the price they wouldn't be that

great. I was giving them to women in my book club and they looked a little cheap. They would be

great for kids.

great bookmarks. i purchased this to go with several fairy books i bought for my oldest daughter.

she really likes them.

Nice

I used these bookmarks to make a fairy " tablescape" for my grand daughters birthday party. I

placed them among Ferber flower vases and among the cupcakes that also had vintage looking

fairy stick ins . I can still use them as bookmarks but had the idea to also use as additional fairydom

decorations on her table. The perfect touch !
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